
Madam's 2731 

 

   Chapter 2731 Old Xue personally delivered things to the door 

 

   "The Ji family is not the original Ji family for a long time. Not all the Ji family lineages have the 

ability. He is afraid that he made the wrong bet." 

 

   Ji Ziyin was very smart and didn't answer at this time. 

 

  The eagle-nosed old man finished speaking, his eyes fell on her, he paused, reached out and patted 

her shoulder, and said, "You don't need to care about that." 

 

   "Although you are not a direct descendant of the Ji family, you are just a side member. As long as 

you can complete the task well and press her head in this task, you can still make others notice you." 

 

  ...Although you are not a direct descendant of the Ji family, you are just a side branch. 

 

  …As long as you complete the task well, you can still make others notice you. 

 

   Ji Ziyin heard him say this in a very light and fluttering tone, as if someone stripped naked and 

exposed his old background. 

 

  When Ji Lingfeng still valued her in the independent continent, she hated the most when others 

mentioned that she was not a direct descendant. 

 

   But Leonard is not someone she can provoke. 

 

   She could only endure the other party's inadvertent humiliation. 

 

   "I know, Mr. Lei." 



 

Leonard gently touched her shoulder and quickly withdrew his hand. It seemed that patting her on the 

shoulder was enough to express his 'value' to her. After encouraging her with words, he quickly said: 

"Then you go back first, I have something to do too." 

 

   Ji Ziyin remembered what the man said earlier that Elder Xue personally helped Qiao Nian lead the 

mission, and then looked at Leonard's 'importance' of her, and could clearly feel the gap between them. 

 

   She didn't dare to show any dissatisfaction, and immediately turned sideways to make way out: 

"Okay, Mr. Lei, go get busy." 

 

   Leonard simply encouraged her again, and his head wouldn't go away. 

 

   Ji Ziyin looked at the back of his departure, found his mobile phone and entered a phone number, 

with eyes like a poisonous snake spitting out letters, and edited a text message and sent it. 

 

  ** 

 

   In the evening, the silver-haired old man called. 

 

"Hey." 

 

   Qiao Nian just finished the video call with Daji, knowing that he had found someone to deliver the 

courier, and also conveyed his words through F continent. 

 

   As soon as the front foot hung up the phone, the back foot received a call from Mr. Xue. 

 

   She got up and walked to the window, rubbing her swollen brows, impatiently: "Is something 

wrong?" 

 

   Below the apartment. 



 

  In the black car, the driver heard the casual voice of the **** the phone, his eyelids jumped, and he 

subconsciously glanced at the expression of the old man in the car through the rearview mirror. 

 

   Mr. Xue personally came to deliver things. 

 

   The other party actually had this attitude, and he didn't see anyone coming down to pick him up. 

 

   However, he saw the silver-haired old man's expression did not change, as if he didn't feel 

offended, he said with a good temper: "You forgot that today is the day to send the task, I will come to 

send you the task." 

 

   He pressed down the car window and looked at the towering apartment building, then withdrew 

his gaze, and said in a soothing tone: "Are you at your residence?" 

 

   "Yes, here." 

 

   Mr. Xue calmly opened the car door to get out of the car: "Then wait for me, I'll get it for you." 

 

  Qiao Nian only seemed to react at this time. Considering his age, he pressed the tired idea of taking 

a bath and said, "No, I'll come down and get it." 

 

  The driver heard this and felt that the other party was a normal person. 

 

  Who knew that the silver-haired old man didn't want the other party to come down, so he said 

naturally, "I just want to discuss it with you, and I'll bring it up for you." 

 

driver:"…" 

 

   "Wait for me for five minutes, I'll take the elevator up." He took the task envelope Ji Ziyin had 

received and walked towards the apartment building. 



 

  Qiao Nian did not delay any further: "That's alright, I'll wait for you at home." 

 

 

 

   Chapter 2732 The mission of the Privy Council this time is 

 

   Mr. Xue went up quickly. 

 

   He put his hand down before raising his hand to knock on the door, lowered his eyes, sorted out his 

clothes, and rang the doorbell after making sure he was neat. 

 

"I'm coming." 

 

   A condescending male voice came from inside. 

 

   Xue Lao felt that he had heard it somewhere. 

 

   The door in front of him was opened, and a handsome face poked out from behind the door, 

looking at him in amazement, his eyes met. 

 

   Old Xue heard the other party's wailing and shouting back: "Sister Qiao, someone is looking for it!" 

 

  Then the man turned his face, patted his face, and said to him, "Please come in and sit, Sister Qiao, 

she will come down immediately." 

 

  Gu San heard the movement of the entrance and walked over while wiping his hands, and asked, 

"Who is it?" 

 



   Qin Si's face stiffened, his eyelids jumped, and he pouted hard at him: "That one in the Privy 

Council... that one..." 

 

   "Which one?" Gu San hasn't seen the person blocked by him. 

 

   Qin Si's cheek muscles were twitching, he didn't know if he was angry or depressed, and was about 

to make a mouth shape for him. 

 

   Mr. Xue had walked into the entrance from behind him, and asked them, "Do I need to change my 

shoes?" 

 

  "..." Gu San saw who was behind him. 

 

  's response was fairly quick, and he immediately waved his hand and said, "No, no, Mr. Xue, you can 

just come in. I'll call Miss Qiao for you." 

 

   He walked quickly to find someone, took two steps and then stopped, scratching his head and 

asking the old man, "Uh, are you looking for Miss Qiao or Mr. Wang?" 

 

   He almost forgot that Grandpa also entered the Privy Council with Miss Qiao. 

 

   Maybe they didn't come to Miss Qiao, but to the wrong master? 

 

After Mr. Xue came in, he asked Qin Si where he could sit. 

 

   Qin Si took him to the living room. 

 

   Just when Old Xue heard Gu San asking himself, he raised his head and said, "I'm looking for the 

two of them." 

 



   "Ms. Qiao is in the room on the second floor, and Master Wang is in the study. Wait a moment, I'll 

call them for you." Gu San hurriedly called someone. 

 

  Qin Si was not idle either. When the old man sat down, he took the initiative to ask him if he would 

drink tea. He went into the kitchen to make a cup of coffee and placed it on the table in front of the old 

man. 

 

   He was sitting opposite himself, chatting with each other in a casual manner, enlivening the 

atmosphere. 

 

   Qiao Nian knew that Elder Xue was coming to find her. 

 

  Gu San went to the study to inform Ye Wuchuan that she had already changed into a domestic 

obedience and went upstairs. When she saw the silver-haired old man sitting in the living room, she 

walked over and said hello: "You're here." 

 

   "Yes." Old Xue is not very familiar with her so far, but he has a natural affection for Qiao Niandong's 

bloodline, so he nodded, looking very friendly: "Have you solved your business today?" 

 

   He asked Qiao Nian to ask him if the matter of not going to the Privy Council was resolved. 

 

  Qiao Nian had already walked up to him, sat carelessly on the sofa beside Qin Si, raised his eyelids, 

his dark eyes were particularly beautiful: "Ah, that, it's settled." 

 

   She also returned the courier. 

 

The    challenge book is also down. 

 

   Everyone is completely torn. 

 

   After that, it depends on each individual's ability. 

 



"It's fine." Elder Xue still didn't know that what she said had something to do with the Queen, let alone 

that Qiao Nian attacked the Queen's property in Continent F, and thought that she didn't come to the 

Privy Council today to take the task just because she had something to do at home: "I Let me tell you 

about the mission." 

 

   He handed one of the two envelopes he brought to the girl: "Look at it." 

 

  Qiao Nian took it over, opened the sealed envelope, took out the task inside, and followed it at a 

glance: "Save people?" 

 

 

 

   Chapter 2733 He didn't know that Sister Nian knew Lu Zhi 

 

   Lao Xue shook his head: "It's not saving people, it's asking you to find someone." 

 

   Ye Wuchuan also came out of the study, came over and said hello to Elder Xue, who handed him 

another envelope. 

 

"what?" 

 

   Ye Wangchuan took it over, his slender phalanges opened the envelope, and he looked down like 

Qiao Nian, "Tsk, K-organization?" 

 

Xue Lao took a sip of the coffee that Qin Si brewed, put it down, and said calmly: "Yes, your mission this 

time is related to the K organization. Someone fled outside with some secrets of the Privy Council. We 

The intelligence gathered now shows that he was hiding in the K group." 

 

   "If it was before, this matter was not too difficult to handle. We can bring people back as long as 

we communicate with the K organization, but now it is different..." 

 



   He paused, covered his eyes with his hands, then took it away, looking at the girl with sharp eyes, 

as if he had a headache. 

 

   "We broke up with the K-organization." 

 

   "The K organization didn't know if they helped hide this person, nor did they know Lu Zhi's 

thoughts, so we had to find a way to bring this person back by ourselves." 

 

The Queen insisted Ji Ziyin enter the Privy Council last time, which made many people feel dissatisfied 

with the Queen's decision-making. . 

 

   It’s just that the queen is the face of a hidden family after all. 

 

  Everyone's dissatisfaction returns to dissatisfaction, and it has not yet reached the point of 

impeachment. 

 

   So I have to find a way to solve the problem in front of me, it is impossible to just leave it alone. 

 

  The Privy Council discussed and decided to take this matter as a task to test newcomers. 

 

  Qiao Nian put his hand on the sofa, and had already read the contents of the envelope. He raised 

his eyebrows and said, "Do you mean to find someone regardless of life or death?" 

 

   Lao Xue smiled lightly with the light in his eyes, and picked up his coffee: "You can understand 

that." 

 

   "OK." Qiao Nian had received his hint. 

 

   Xue Lao saw that she was smart enough to understand, and remembered one thing: "By the way, 

has Ji Ziyin contacted you?" 

 



   Ye Wangchuan wasn't much interested in this kind of task of finding someone or saving them. On 

the contrary, he was more concerned about the place where the person was hiding. 

 

  Qiao Nian tugged at the back cushion. Hearing this, he remembered that this task required the 

cooperation of three people, so he raised the corner of his mouth: "No." 

 

   "She took the task in the morning and hasn't contacted you yet?" The silver-haired old man 

frowned, and immediately stopped saying, "Then you don't need to worry about her, just complete the 

task within five days." 

 

Ji Ziyin relies on the queen and the radicals, and she is not a serious person to enter the Privy Council. In 

addition to the fact that Qi Yan framed Qiao Nian before, he has a very poor sense of Ji Ziyin, and he can 

see that Ji Ziyin is a person who can only play tricks. . 

 

   "Okay." The girl replied casually, and put the envelope in her hand back on the coffee table. 

 

   Mr. Xue told her about the K organization, including some information about Lu Zhi. 

 

He thought that Qiao Nian didn't know Lu Zhi, and specifically emphasized: "Lu Zhi is not a person to be 

offended. Although he is disabled, his wrists are no worse than normal people, and even more cold-

blooded and tough. That person is hard to find under his protection. , you try not to conflict with him. If 

there is a conflict, don't confront him head-on..." 

 

   Those present did not know the relationship between Qiao Nian and Lu Zhi. 

 

  Qin Si and the others heard how hard and inhumanely Mr. Xue was to talk to the girl about Lu Zhi 

with a serious face. 

 

 

 

   Chapter 2734 Ji Ziyin is smart 

 



   They all had weird expressions, and they stopped talking for a while, but no one really interrupted 

him. 

 

  Qiao Nian also acted as if she didn't know Lu Zhi. The silver-haired old man told her about Lu Zhi, 

and she lowered her eyes to listen to him. 

 

   Until Xue Lao said it was almost the same. 

 

   She then casually replied, "I see." 

 

   Xue Lao got up and said goodbye to them when he saw that it was almost time. 

 

   Ye Wangchuan never interrupted, but only now did he instruct lazily: "Gu San, go down and see 

Elder Xue." 

 

   "Okay, Lord." 

 

   The tall and straight man didn't need Ye Wuchuan to say more, he immediately bent down and said 

to the silver-haired old man, "Elder Xue, I'll take you off, come with me." 

 

   Xue Lao played the folds on his body without delay, and turned back to them and said, "Then you 

rest early, I won't disturb you." 

 

   He left the apartment with Gu San. 

 

  Qin Si waited for the entrance door to close, and then turned to the girl who got up and went to the 

refrigerator to get water: "Sister Qiao, do you want to contact Lu Zhi to ask?" 

 

  Qiao Nian opened the refrigerator and took out a bottle of water, leaned over there, stood in a very 

angry posture, lowered his eyes and unscrewed the bottle cap, with no extra expression on his face: "No 

contact." 

 



  Qin Si closed the refrigerator door when she saw her sip of water, and walked towards them: "Then 

you want to find someone yourself?" 

 

   "Well." Qiao Nian walked back, sat down on the sofa, picked up the phone that was just thrown on 

the sofa, and saw an unread text message. 

 

   Qin Si was still there and said, "You have to find trouble for yourself. Why don't we have this 

relationship? It's not a waste if you don't." 

 

   Before he finished speaking, he clapped a hand on his shoulder, lazy and noble; "No one will treat 

you as a mute if you don't speak." 

 

   "..." Qin Si's back stiffened as he remembered. 

 

  Lu Zhi seems to be a rival in love with their grandfather in a certain way. He is here to get Sister 

Qiao to contact Lu Zhi... 

 

   Qin Si immediately closed his mouth. 

 

  Qiao Nian didn't pay attention to their interaction and focused on the phone screen. 

 

   She clicked on the M continent number that she had never seen before. 

 

   The other party introduced himself at the beginning. 

 

   [Hello Qiao Nian, I'm Ji Ziyin, this is my new number. 】 

 

   Her gaze slid down. 

 

  【I sent a text message to tell you that I have received the task from the Privy Council. I don't need 

to say more about our relationship, you should know. Since everyone looks down on each other, I mean 



that this task will be completed separately. If you finish it, it's yours, I finish it, and it's mine, how about 

no one suffers? 】 

 

   Qiao Nian clicked his tongue and looked down again. 

 

   Ji Ziyin was afraid that she would not agree, and even used the aggressive method: [There are two 

of you, I am the only one, you wouldn't dare to compete with me even on this one? 】 

 

   Probably because the expression on her face was too interesting, even Ye Wuchuan saw it and 

leaned forward: "What's the matter, what are you looking at?" 

 

   "Yeah, Sister Qiao, why are you smiling so happily." Qin Si saw Qiao Nian's raised red lips in his 

eyes. 

 

  Qiao Nian showed him the phone and said lazily, "Hey, Ji Ziyin sent me a message and let us do our 

own thing." 

 

   Ye Wangchuan knew Ji Ziyin's idea after reading it, returned the phone, and sneered: "She is very 

confident in Lu Zhi." 

 

   Ji Ziyin was able to enter the Privy Council this time, and the information he received showed that 

Lu Zhi also made a contribution. 

 

   Ji Ziyin probably saw that the person in the task was in the hands of Lu, so she was so confident 

that she first told Qiao Nian whether to cooperate or not. 

 

   "Are you going back to her?" Ye Wuchuan asked her, knowing that she would not ask Lu Zhi for 

help. 

 

  Qiao Nian took back his mobile phone and said, "No." 

 

  —Silly! 



 

 

 

   Chapter 2735 I found that I was blocked by Sister Nian 

 

   Ji Ziyin waited at her residence until the evening and did not wait for Qiao Nian to reply to her text 

message. After wiping her face, she picked up her mobile phone and flipped out the text message she 

sent and read it again. 

 

   is justified. 

 

   With her understanding of Qiao Nian's character, she will never lick her face and insist on 

cooperating with her after seeing her last text message. 

 

   But Qiao Nian didn't reply. 

 

   She was always a little worried. 

 

   Ji Ziyin finished wiping her face, and sat at the dressing table for a while, thinking about editing 

another text message to try it out. 

 

  【Qiao Nian, what do you think? 】 

 

   She was about to put down her phone after she sent the message. 

 

   The light flickered on the screen, and out of the corner of Ji Ziyin's eyes, she saw that the text 

message she had just sent was returned. 

 

   There is a striking red exclamation mark in front of the text message. 

 



   She is not a fool, it is impossible for her to be unaware of the situation in front of her. 

 

   Qiao Nian blocked her! 

 

Ji Ziyin's heart beat faster, her face flushed red just after wiping, and she didn't know whether it was 

because of anger or something else. After a while, she calmed down and walked to the window with a 

blank expression to send Lu Yiming a message: "You are here. ." 

 

  Lu Yiming didn't reply to her for a long time. 

 

   Ji Ziyin stood uneasy, and for a long time, she chose to pull out Lu Yiming's phone and call. 

 

   The other end rang a dozen times, and before he was about to hang up, he finally picked up: 

"Hello." 

 

   Ji Ziyin suppressed her voice and tried to sound normal; "Hey, I saw that you didn't reply, so I told 

you to call and ask, are you there yet?" 

 

   "Just got home." Lu Yiming immediately asked alienatedly, "Are you looking for me?" 

 

   Ji Ziyin originally wanted to care about him first, and then mention Lu Zhi. Who knew Lu Yiming's 

attitude, she endured it, and had to get to the point: "I want to ask if you can contact Lu Zhi?" 

 

"Um?" 

 

   "I didn't tell you last time that I had something to do with Lu Zhi when I entered the Privy Council. 

He helped me a lot. I must thank him." 

 

  Lu Yiming understood and asked in surprise, "Can't you contact him yourself?" 

 

   Ji Ziyin didn't know how to answer for a while. 



 

   Of course she has Lu Zhi's contact information, but Lu Zhi ignored her at all. She thought about it 

and wanted to ease the relationship between her and Lu Zhi through the line of Lu Yiming. 

 

   Lu Yiming didn't know her for the first time. Seeing her silence, he probably guessed Ji Ziyin's idea, 

so he said to her directly, "I can't help you either." 

 

   "You are not him..." Brother. 

 

The word    is not finished yet. 

 

Lu Yiming laughed and laughed. He didn't mention the matter of offending Lu Zhi in order to help her 

before, he just said, "Lu Zhi has long ignored anyone in the Lu family. If you want to work with him, 

you'd better go to her directly. I can not help you." 

 

   Ji Ziyin was embarrassed and uncomfortable for a moment when he revealed the real purpose of 

her heart. Fortunately, she quickly adjusted and said immediately, "I have nothing to look for him, so I 

just want to thank him." 

 

   She didn't care whether Lu Yiming believed it or not, she changed the subject and said, "Then I'll 

contact him myself, you can rest early." 

 

   She hung up the phone, walked back to the room, and before going to bed, she found Lu Zhi's 

phone number that she had saved, and sent a text message to it. 

 

  * 

 

  The illegal zone is now ten o'clock in the evening, and Jane returned to the brightly lit super villa 

from the night with takeaway. 

 

  The villa is covered with soft carpets everywhere, which is warm and comfortable. 

 



  The soft white furniture and decorations make it impossible to see any dirty place, but the huge villa 

is very quiet, only someone in the living room is watching TV alone. 

 

 

 

   Chapter 2736 Boss, why don't you think about it again? 

 

Jane walked over, bent over, picked up the remote control panel on the coffee table, turned off the TV, 

and looked back at the man in the wheelchair who was still staring at the already black TV, and sighed, 

"Brother, if you want to Make up with Joe and apologize to her, there's no need to torture yourself here 

all the time, she won't see you if you torment yourself like this." 

 

   You have to sell miserably! 

 

  You went to Qiao and sold badly. Qiao was hard-hearted and soft-hearted. Everyone is friends who 

have been born and died together. Maybe I will forgive you. 

 

  Jian Yan especially wanted to say that. 

 

   Seeing Lu Zhi's unresponsive appearance, she put the remote control back on again, and sighed 

again: "Okay, I'll go talk to Qiao." 

 

  Lu Zhi reacted at this time, his eyelashes twitched slightly, and looked at her: "Don't go." 

 

  Jian Dai just said it, knowing his dog temper, she immediately turned back and put the takeaway on 

the table: "I don't want to go, then you eat first." 

 

  Lu Zhi raised his brows and suppressed his breath: "I have no appetite." 

 

  Jian Yan was not used to his bad temper, and immediately made a gesture to call: "If you don't eat, I 

will call Joe to complain." 

 



   "..." Lu Zhi narrowed his eyes and stared at her. 

 

  Jian Yan's beautiful jawline was straight and did not mean to give in. 

 

  The atmosphere in the villa was deadlocked for a few seconds. 

 

  Lu Zhi frowned first, looked away, and said lightly, "If someone else told me this today, she's already 

dead." 

 

   "Thank you for not killing the big guy." A smile appeared on the corner of Jian Yan's mouth, and she 

walked over to open the takeaway box for him, which was full of light meals. 

 

   She handed over the sweet porridge, and opened the boxes one by one to make it easier for him to 

pick up the vegetables, and then went to the kitchen to collect water again. 

 

   When Jane came out again, she saw that Lu Zhi was eating one bite at a time, but he ate very little 

and barely touched the dishes in front of him. 

 

   The bottom of her eyes was sad, and she walked over pretending to be nothing, and put the mug in 

front of him: "Hey, drink some warm water to nourish your stomach." 

 

  Lu Zhi took the cup slowly, his fingers were well-proportioned and slender, and he was very good-

looking, but he was in a bad mood and only took a sip of water. 

 

  Jianda put the cup for him, and said as if remembering something: "Ji Ziyin contacted me this 

afternoon, saying that the Privy Council has a mission for you to help." 

 

  Lu Zhi didn't even bother to raise his head, he didn't respond at all. 

 

   Jian Yan tutted and continued: "I have inquired that this task of the Privy Council requires 

newcomers to complete the task, which means that Joe and she are both on this task." 

 



   "She came to us for help just to take the opportunity to step on her to prove that she has strength." 

 

   Ji Ziyin knows how to calculate. 

 

   Lu Zhi reacted now, tightening his fingertips and stroking the jade wrench on his thumb: "You said 

she has the same task as Ji Ziyin?" 

 

   When Jane heard his tone, she subconsciously raised her eyelids and frowned, "Brother, what are 

you trying to do?" 

 

   "If Ji Ziyin finished before her, she would be much more difficult in the Privy Council than now..." Lu 

Zhi seemed to think of something and narrowed his eyes: "Then she needs me to help her." 

 

  Jian Ni: "…" 

 

   This brain circuit. 

 

   This emotional intelligence. 

 

   What can she say other than persuasion! 

 

  Lu Zhi didn't seem to want her to answer, as if he had the answer in his heart, a light of hope 

appeared on his handsome face, as if a drowning person grabbed a life-saving straw: "Let Ji Ziyin contact 

me tomorrow." 

 

   Jian Yan reacted and held her forehead: "Boss, don't you think about taking a look anymore?" 

 

   Ji Ziyin kind of person, she felt disgusting at first glance. 

 

 



 

   Chapter 2737 Lu Zhi: I don't want forgiveness 

 

  Lu Zhi made up his mind and said coldly, "I won't give her the person right away, I'll wait for 

someone to contact me." 

 

  "..." Can Jane still not know who he is waiting for to contact? 

 

   She is the speechless, speechless emotional intelligence and brain circuit of Lu Zhi. 

 

   This kind of elementary school chicken's emotional intelligence has no chance of winning compared 

to other people's young masters. Now it's better. After he has finished this trick, Joe probably didn't kill 

him. 

 

   "Aren't you thinking of selling badly with Qiao?" Before she went out, Jian Wei grabbed her bag and 

suddenly turned around and asked. 

 

  Lu Zhi sat in the wheelchair without turning his head, his back straightened. 

 

   She hesitated and said, "Actually, Qiao is a hard-hearted and soft-hearted person, and it's not that 

you can't understand her. Instead of forcing her to find you, you might as well sell and pretend to be 

pitiful. She might be soft-hearted." 

 

  Lu Zhi closed his eyes and covered them with his hands. 

 

   After about a minute, the night wind blew in from the floor-to-ceiling windows. 

 

   His whole body was shrouded in the bright moonlight, as if hiding his sadness, he slowly put down 

his hands, his eyes were extremely clear and rational: "I don't want forgiveness." 

 

   Jian Yan snorted, nodded, and walked out again. 



 

   She knew what Lu Zhi wanted. 

 

   But he is so reckless, he basically wants to eat Pi! 

 

  * 

 

   The next day. 

 

   Ji Ziyin woke up in the morning still wondering how to contact Lu Zhi, but someone from Tianchen 

contacted her. 

 

   She relied on Lu Zhi to make a comeback this time, so she didn't dare to neglect at all, and 

immediately decided to fly to the illegal zone first. 

 

  … 

 

   Qiao Nian only got up at noon. 

 

   She got up sleepily, went to the bathroom, brushed her teeth, washed her face, put on clean 

clothes and went out of the room. 

 

   Downstairs Qin Si hasn't gotten up yet. 

 

  Gu San greeted her: "Miss Qiao." 

 

   "En." Qiao Nian half-squinted his eyes, still awake, and his body was full of anger. 

 

  Gu San saw that she was out of breath when she got up, and consciously went to the kitchen: "I'll 

make you a cup of tea." 



 

   Ye Wangchuan was busy working in the living room, with a silver notebook in front of him, he 

heard the words raised his head and stopped him: "No tea, give her a hot cup of milk." 

 

  Gu San snorted, subconsciously peeking at the girl's reaction. 

 

  Qiao Nian didn't wake up, didn't listen to what they said at all, and walked lazily to the underside of 

the sofa, using the cushions to support her waist. 

 

   "I'll go right away." Gu San didn't seem to have any problem with her, so he went to hot milk. 

 

  Qiao Nian yawned, rubbed his swollen temples and asked the man not far away, "What time is it?" 

 

   Her voice was hoarse. 

 

   a casual tone. 

 

   is just cool. 

 

   Ye Wangchuan looked at the time on the wall: "11:30." 

 

   "Hmm." Qiao Nian nodded, his mind was slightly awake, he just took out his phone and looked 

down. 

 

   Ye Wangchuan closed the notebook and said to her, "Xu Yi and the others left in the morning, 

saying they don't want you to be sent off the plane." 

 

   Qiao Nian's brows twitched, but she didn't look up. Out of the corner of her eyes, she had already 

seen the message Cao Yanhua and the others sent her. 

 



   said that everyone did not want to trouble her and left early. 

 

  Qiao Nian raised his hand and rubbed his face, his voice annoyed: "Why didn't you wake me up?" 

 

   Ye Wangchuan smiled, his deep eyes like shadows floating in water: "They told me when they got 

on the plane, even if I wake you up, it's too late." 

 

   "Okay." She is not a tangled person, she opened the small group immediately, and said while 

sending a message: "I will tell them, and call me when I get there." 

 

   Ye Wangchuan watched her nest playing on her phone, remembered one thing, and said to her, 

"What are you going to do about the task that Mr. Xue said yesterday." 

 

  Qiao Nian was still editing the news, and he didn't lift his eyelids when he heard the words: "Just 

find someone as he said." 

 

 

 

   Chapter 2738 Sister Nian: I am familiar with this business 

 

   Ye Wangchuan looked at her, his neck slightly tilted back, his Adam's apple rolled and said, "I 

received news from Moxie in the morning." 

 

   "He said that Ji Ziyin had set off for the illegal zone." 

 

   His tone was loose and lazy, he didn't target anyone, he just told the truth one by one: "It should be 

Lu Zhi who asked her to go." 

 

  Qiao Nian has edited the news and sent it to the small group with Xue Zhu, just when he heard the 

news about Ji Ziyin... 

 



   She paused for about a second, and after a while, she had a dry aura all over her body, and she 

suppressed her irritability and said, "Whatever he is." 

 

   She didn't say which he was. 

 

   But Ye Wangchuan knew her very well and knew that Qiao Nian was talking about Lu Zhi. 

 

   He is not a good person himself. His rival in love gave him such a head. 

 

  … 

 

  Qiao Nian finished replying to the message, and saw his silver laptop, thought about it, got up and 

walked over and said, "Can you lend me this?" 

 

   Her own is in the room, too lazy to get it. 

 

   Ye Wangchuan got up and told her: "Use it." 

 

  Qiao Nian sat in his place, opened the laptop, tapped the keyboard with both hands, and 

downloaded a few softwares that he often used. 

 

   Then she started to call up the information about the person Xue Lao gave her yesterday, type it in, 

hit the Enter key and wait for the search engine on the computer to locate the location. 

 

  She specially checked Ye Wangchuan's computer when she was using the computer, and the 

internet speed was very fast, almost no lag. 

 

  Although she didn't open the magnetic card to see the configuration of the computer, but in terms 

of the feel of using it, Qiao Nian can be sure that Ye Wangchuan's notebook is also a top match. 

 

   She didn't wait long. 



 

   The green beating search light spot on the computer screen is positioned. 

 

   Qiao Nian felt a little familiar at a glance. 

 

   She blankly dragged the mouse and released the positioning. When she saw the familiar domain 

name, she pursed her lips and seemed to have a headache. 

 

   Ye Wangchuan had been standing behind her from the very beginning, and when he was 

positioned, he slowly opened his mouth and said, "Is someone in an illegal zone?" 

 

"Um." 

 

   Qiao Nian was very annoying with a string stretched in the back of his head. 

 

   "People are in heaven." 

 

   She was very familiar with the location of Tianchen's headquarters, and positioned it as Tianchen's 

true headquarters, Lu Zhi's core sphere of influence. 

 

   Ye Wangchuan knew about her past relationship with Lu Zhi, and also knew that Jian Yan was still in 

Tianchen. Now that she is in Tianchen, she would not really start a fight with Lu Zhi. 

 

   "I'll handle this matter, so don't interfere." He quickly figured out how to deal with it, and 

whispered to the girl. 

 

  Qiao Nian turned his head to look at him, looked at him for a few seconds, then shook his head: 

"Forget it, you do it, he will go crazy." 

 

   Ye Wangchuan snorted, but he was just as frivolous as her: "He's going crazy and try." 

 



  Qiao Nian put her hands away from the computer keyboard, she was slightly lost and didn't know 

what to think. After a while, she came back to her senses, and there was a cluster of bright and 

extinguishing fire in her dark eyes, and she whispered: "I'm not in a hurry." 

 

   "Ji Ziyin will bring people back sooner or later." 

 

   Ye Wangchuan glanced at her. 

 

  The girl sat there danglingly, with her arms on the back of the chair, sitting in a very casual posture, 

that is, the eyebrows were very frivolous: "I'll wait for her to bring someone back and then grab it, I'm 

familiar with this business." 

 

  “…” 

 

Qiao Nian tilted his head to look at him, with a coldness on the corner of his mouth, and said slowly: 

"Isn't she the queen of the hidden family behind her? I don't want to care about her, but I don't want to 

make the people behind her happy, so . . . she was unlucky to hit the muzzle." 

 

 

 

   Chapter 2739 Let Moxi keep an eye on Ji Ziyin's entry and exit information 

 

   Ye Wangchuan took the mobile phone and walked out neatly: "I'll go and tell Mo Xi, let him keep an 

eye on Ji Ziyin's entry and exit information." 

 

  … 

 

   Ji Ziyin didn't know that she had been targeted. 

 

   She went to the illegal zone that day, and went to Tianchen to find Lu Zhi the next day, but Lu Zhi 

ignored her and left her there for a whole day. 

 



  On the third day, she went to Tianchen again to see the Jian Zhu who had been with Lu Zhi all the 

year round, but Jian Zhu didn't tell her too much, just let her go back and wait for the news. 

 

   Ji Ziyin didn't know what the other party asked her to wait for, but she had no choice but to wait at 

the hotel for Tianchen to contact her. 

 

   She waited in the hotel until the fourth day, seeing that the five-day task time was almost up, she 

felt a little bored and was thinking about whether to go to Tianchen again. 

 

   Just then, the Privy Council called her. 

 

   Ji Ziyin walked to the floor-to-ceiling window and answered the phone: "Hello, Lei Lao." 

 

   "You haven't brought people back yet?" The hooked-nosed old man's tone was cold, and he could 

hear dissatisfaction. 

 

   Ji Ziyin was unhappy and couldn't show it in front of him: "No, Tianchen hasn't let go." 

 

   Leonard said: "Isn't Lu Zhi very familiar with you? Why hasn't he let go? Since he is willing to 

recommend you to the Privy Council, there is no reason not to help you. Did you not talk to him well?" 

 

   Ji Ziyin didn't know how to explain to him that she was not familiar with Lu Zhi. 

 

   She lowered her eyes and decided not to say, "Mr. Lu asked me to wait for the news." 

 

   The hooked-nosed old man still had a bad tone: "...Wait for the news?" 

 

   "I don't know what to expect." Ji Ziyin vaguely felt a strange feeling, very uneasy, and always felt 

that it had something to do with Qiao Nian. 

 

   But she couldn't tell Leonard this. 



 

   "I'll wait." 

 

   "You hurry up, the time is up." Leonard hung up the phone after urging. 

 

   Ji Ziyin put down her phone and looked at the time on the wall. She couldn't sit still anymore, so 

she packed her bag and prepared to go to Tianchen again. 

 

   This time she arrived at Tianchen and saw Lu Zhi soon. 

 

  Lu Zhi was sitting in the office on the top floor, with a large black bookcase behind him, which was 

filled with various books, and he was sitting behind the large desk. What was more striking than his 

outstanding appearance was that he was in a wheelchair, which was very eye-catching. 

 

"Mr. Lu." Ji Ziyin waited here for four days to see Lu Zhi herself, not daring to be slighted, and 

immediately said, "I heard from the Queen that you helped me, and I always wanted to treat you to a 

meal. " 

 

   Lu Zhi's eyes became darker, and he said in a frosty voice, "You don't need to eat." 

 

   Ji Ziyin just wanted to say that favors still have to be repaid. 

 

  Jian Yan came in from the outside, looked at the situation in the office, glanced at the woman who 

was inside, and said loosely to the man in the wheelchair, "Boss, things are done." 

 

  Lu Zhi hummed and asked in a deep voice, "She hasn't contacted you yet?" 

 

   Jian Yan knew that he asked Qiao Nian, so she said depressedly: "No, not a single text message or a 

phone call." 

 

   is completely Qiao Nian's behavior. 



 

  Lu Zhi was silent for a moment, and it seemed that he just looked at her and said to her, "The 

person you want is at the airport, take it away yourself." 

 

   Ji Ziyin couldn't help but stare, her heartbeat accelerated, thumping like she was about to jump out 

of her chest: "Mr. Lu, how embarrassing this is, how can I repay your favor, or I..." 

 

   She thought a lot, and wanted to take the opportunity to get on the line of Lu Zhi. 

 

  Lu Zhi looked at her with disgust. He opened the laptop in front of him with a blank expression, 

without raising his eyelids, he gave her a gloomy word: "Go away." 

 

 

 

   Chapter 2740 I really admire her face, it can all happen 

 

Ji Ziyin's face flushed crimson in an instant, her fingers hidden in her sleeves curled up, her nails sank 

deep into her flesh, and she could even raise the corners of her mouth as if nothing had happened: 

"Then I won't disturb Boss Lu, Boss Lu have a good rest. ." 

 

  Jian Yan waited for her to leave before taking back her gaze. She turned her head and said to the 

person behind the desk, "Hey, I admire her, and this can be resolved." 

 

  Lu Zhi's complexion was not good, he dropped the pen and leaned on the back of the chair for a 

long time without moving, as if he hadn't heard her speak. 

 

   Jian Yan saw his depressed appearance, and finally felt sorry for him: "Are you sure you want to 

give her someone?" 

 

   "Yeah." Lu Zhi didn't open his eyes, he covered his eyes with his hands. 

 



   Jian Yan looked at him before saying anything: "Boss, you have to figure out what you are doing. If 

you do this, Joe will be angry." 

 

  Lu Zhi didn't speak for a long time again. 

 

  The long-awaited Jane is ready to leave the office lightly. 

 

   He then removed the hand that was blocking his eyes, opened his eyes, picked up the pen on the 

document again with a blank face, and said solemnly, "I just want to see her angry." 

 

  "..." Jian Yan was stunned for a moment, and then she understood. 

 

  He deliberately made Joe angry, wanted to provoke Joe, and then asked Joe to come to him. 

 

  Jian Dai understood what he meant, and gave him a thumbs up: "Okay, you bull B, it's good that you 

don't regret it yourself." 

 

  Lu Zhi has already taken off the cap of the pen, lowered his eyes, and put his eyes on the document, 

as if he was concentrating on his work. 

 

  Jian Yan went out and opened the door: "I'm going to do it." 

 

The    pen made a heavy mark on the paper and almost scratched the white paper. 

 

  Lu Zhi frowned, looked up at the back of her leaving, and finally did not stop Jian Yan. 

 

  * 

 

  The airport in the illegal zone is not far from the Tianchen headquarters. 

 



   Jian Yan pushed a man with a black bag on his head in front of Ji Ziyin: "Look if it's this person." 

 

   Ji Ziyin brought a few people herself, and immediately raised her hand and ordered the people 

under her to check. 

 

   A horse-faced man quickly finished the inspection and walked back quickly: "Miss Ji, it's the person 

we're looking for." 

 

Ji Ziyin breathed a sigh of relief, with a smile on her face, she said with a smile to the woman standing in 

front of her: "Jian Zhu, thanks to you all for your help this time, help me say thank you to President Lu. If 

President Lu has any problems in the future Wherever you need me, I will definitely help..." 

 

   "Farewell." Jian Yan looked at her with a half-smile, "We don't know each other very well, and this 

time he didn't give you someone to help you." 

 

   Ji Ziyin's expression was a little embarrassed, as if remembering the humiliation she had just 

received in the office and Lu Zhi's merciless 'go away'. 

 

   She even pretended to be nonchalant when Lu Zhi scolded her for 'getting away', but now Jian Yan 

taunted her in a meaningful way, which seemed trivial to Ji Ziyin. 

 

   She didn't seem to understand the indifference and mockery of the other party's words: "No 

matter what, President Lu has helped me a lot this time. I will keep this favor in my heart, and I must 

thank President Lu when I have the opportunity." 

 

  Jian Yan was impatient to deal with people like her, raised her hand, and stopped talking: "Okay, the 

person has also been delivered. I still have something to do, so I won't send you." 

 

   Ji Ziyin was not comfortable dealing with her, so she wished she would leave quickly, so she 

immediately ordered the people around her: "Help me send Jane to help." 

 

  Jian Yan also brought Tianchen's people over, and rejected her lazily: "I drove the car myself." 

 



   Ji Ziyin's back was stiff and she stood there awkwardly: "Then I'll take you to the garage." 


